and also section 4.1 for a detailed description). 160 Additionally, techniques used for power spectral 161 estimation affect the wavelength content of the 162 topography and gravity data eventually yielding 163 differences in the absolute values of T e estimates 164 (see Ojeda and Whitman [2002] and Audet and 165 Mareschal [2004] for tests with differing spectral 166 estimators and section 3.3 for a detailed description 167 of this effect). Despite this, relative spatial varia-168 tions of T e estimates tend to agree between differ-169 ent studies such that the areas found to have 170 highest or lowest T e will persist for various 171 methodologies. Yet, comparisons of T e in different 172 regions of a continent benefit from application of a 173 single consistent estimation approach, as is carried 174 out in this paper. 175 [9] In South America, the terrestrial Bouguer 176 gravity anomaly data coverage is uneven and so 177 most previous studies have been limited Figure 2a is the final Bouguer anomaly after merging the SAGAP data points shown in Figure 2b with the global model of 1°of resolution: EIGEN-CG30C, obtained from CHAMP and GRACE satellites and terrestrial data . See text for a discussion on the procedure to obtain the Bouguer anomaly. 
where S hb (k), S hh (k), S bb (k) are the cross-power 386 spectrum of the topography and Bouguer anomaly 387 and the auto-power spectra of the topography and 388 of the Bouguer anomaly, respectively. Angle 389 brackets denote averaging over annular wave 390 number bands of the wave number modulus
The Bouguer coherence generally tends to 393 zero at short wavelengths, where the topography 394 is not compensated, and it tends to one at long 395 wavelengths where the response to loading is Airy-396 like [Forsyth, 1985] . The wavelengths at which the 397 coherence increases from 0 to 1 depend on the 398 effective elastic thickness, T e , of the lithosphere. 399 When the lithosphere is relatively weak and T e is 400 small, local compensation for loading occurs at 401 relatively shorter wavelengths. windows.
526
[28] The generation of synthetic data has been 527 explained in detail by Pérez-Gussinyé et al.
528
[2004] and will only be briefly described here.
529
The synthetic topography and gravity data was ]. In order to retrieve a spa-581 tially varying T e structure, the T e analysis was 582 carried out using constant sized, overlapping win-583 dows with centers spaced 56 km apart. Within each 584 window T e was assumed to be constant, and the T e 585 estimate was assigned to its center.
586
[31] Figure 5 shows estimates from synthetic data 587 generated with the spatially varying structure 588 shown in Figure 5d , using multitaper parameters 589 NW = 3 and K = 5 and three different windows of 590 400 Â 400 km, 600 Â 600 km and 800 Â 800 km 591 (see Pérez-Gussinyé et al. The legend details the input T e value, the mean output T e , standard deviation, and number of outliers for 100 tests. Note that for a window of a given size, the number of outliers (defined as T e > 120 km) increases as the true T e increases. 616 America (Figure 6 ). We have chosen these param-617 eters because the larger number of tapers gives 618 a relatively smooth solution over stable South 619 America. In this area the topography has low relief, 620 so that errors and dynamical noise fields in the 621 topography and gravity data can have relatively 622 greater effect on the coherence of the two data sets. 623 Consequently, it is important to have stable (small 624 variance) power spectral estimates, which implies 625 the use of 5 tapers, the maximum allowed for 626 NW = 3 (note that the variance in the spectra 627 decreases with 1 over the number of tapers). We 628 have performed tests with 3 tapers and small 629 windows (400 Â 400 km) over the stable platform, 630 and found that this combination of taper parameters 631 and window size is unstable, as it produces large 632 variance in the coherence estimates, making it 633 difficult to differentiate between real geological 634 structure and noise in the T e estimates. Therefore 635 we use a larger number of tapers, to obtain a smooth 636 T e structure even with small windows, which allows 637 having a detailed lateral resolution of the structures 638 within the stable platform (Figure 6a ).
4. Results

[33]
We have estimated T e using windows of 400 Â 642 400 km, 600 Â 600 km and 800 Â 800 km. Since 643 large T e values cannot be recovered with confi- (Figure 6c ), which yields a spatially smoothed 871 version of the weak T e lineaments observed within 872 the cratonic interior (Figure 6a ). high T e prevails over most of the Guaporé, Guyana Figure 7 . T e of South America estimated using 400 Â 400 km windows and (a) the Bouguer gravity anomaly derived only from the EIGEN-CG30C data. (b) The same as in Figure 7 but using the data generated for this study (see section 3.1). These data result from combining the EIGEN-CG30C-derived Bouguer anomaly and the more detailed SAGAP Bouguer anomaly. Figure 6e , which plots the measure-1172 ments after subtracting a regional heat flow field.
1173
The regional heat flow is a polynomial representa- Figure 8a , but for T e estimates obtained using 600 Â 600 km and 800 Â 800 km windows, respectively. 
